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About This Game

Faceted Flight is a stylized stunt flight game designed to deliver the thrill of flight without ever leaving your chair.

Take control of the Hover Jet and challenge ghost racers in Ring Attack or just relax and explore Free Flight....or you could
always hop into the cockpit of the Jump Seat and give Target Practice a try.

As an Early Access supporter, you'll get a first hand look at Faceted Flight's ongoing development through frequent updates
including new levels, new features, and lots of bug fixing.

What are you waiting for? Do a barrel roll.
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Title: Faceted Flight
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Publisher:
The Department of Silly Stuff
Release Date: 5 Oct, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i7

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 970m

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: yes.

Additional Notes: Best played with a Controller / Gamepad.

English
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faceted flight. faceted eyes flight rising

Can't even get past the "choose input method" screen on windows 7 with no touch screen. A few months have passed with no
word from other players or the studio on a fix so I have a useless game sitting in my library. Players do acknowledge the same
issue on the spartan assault however but an update fixed that where no such update exists for this game.. It doesn't
work!!!!!!!!!!!!. pyrocynical. I was given this game for review purposes.

It's a great game with a lot of potential. The storyline is fascinating, the puzzles are the appropriate level of difficulty and it
breaks away from your standard hidden object feel. They don't have a panel where you have to find unrelated things to the game
(i.e. find 10 umbrelas so you can get 1 screw type thing). I would classify it as a puzzle-novel with a hidden object feel. In any
case, it's a nice little game and you should give it a try!

Pros:
-Good voice acting
-Nice music
-Beautiful artwork
-Intriguing story
-Fun puzzles

Cons:
-The "hints" might not be helpful at times
-Some puzzles are not explained well
-The lack of a Journal or some type of Document of clues you find (i.e. number combinations used later) can be a little
frustrating at times.

Mehs:
-Kind of short

Overall, I'd give it a 8.75/10. I was hoping for something akin to Real Lives but with a bit more involvement. Unfortunately this
is just tedious bar balancing with no substance.. All you need to know about this game:
1) developer address battlegamela@gmail.com unavailable
2) The Linux version is a windows binary launched in Wine. As an avid fan of manager games and having sunk several hundreds
of hours into FM, I was excited to see this game released. I skipped the 2015 edition of this game and hoped that 2016 would be
a better game. So far, this game has not met my expecations.

The game is clunky, UI is messy, and the 3D engine is quite disastrous. Everything runs a couple seconds late, the animations
are bad at best, and the game does not come with the right tools for you to make on the fly decisions as a "basketball manager."

That isn't to say this game does not have potential. The foundation has been laid for what could be a great game, but the devs
will need to expand upon it to optimze the game performance and reduce the crashes. If they can do that, I would have happy to
change my review to a recommend, but at this point, I simply cannot recommend this to anyone, even if you are a fan of
simulation series\/basketball.
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Review in one sentence, hmm.... Thanks to these movies we can find out that the top players are still people!. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7gwaLKoviQU. Just a tiny advice; if you buy Fortix 2, you'll get all the maps of Fortix 1
with it.. chơi cái trò này làm nhờ cơ chế game con undertale khi gặp con undyne ko khác gì :
nó chung thi con game này cũng hay =))))))). Bravo! This game pushes VR beyond an arcade experience into an actual GAME.
This is atmopheric, has you on edge, and gives you that illusion of using actual wizardry. There are so many nice touches, its
hard to know where to begin. Enemies that are genuinely scary, tapestries that hide hidden passages, and an NPC that will sit
with you by a fire and tell you about the direction you're about to go if you head that way.

REALLY great job on the team that made this game, and I highly encourage anyone who owns VR and likes atmophere and
immersion to give this game a shot.
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